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ABSTRACT Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) consist of multiple sensor nodes, which communicate with
each other under the constrained energy resources. Retransmissions caused by collision and interference
during the communication among sensor nodes increase overall network delay. Since the network delay
increases as the node’s waiting time increases, the network performance is reduced. Thus, the link scheduling
scheme is needed to communicate without collision and interference. In the distributedWSNs environment, a
sensor node has limited information about its neighboring nodes. Therefore, a comprehensive link scheduling
scheme is required for distributed WSNs. Many schemes in the literature prevent collision and interference
through time division multiple access (TDMA) protocol. However, considering the collision and interference
in TDMA-based schedule increases the delay time and decreases the communication efficiency. This paper
proposes the distributed degree-based link scheduling (DDLS) scheme, based on the TDMA. The DDLS
scheme achieves the link scheduling more efficiently than the existing schemes and has the low delay and
the duty cycle in the distributed environment. Communication between sensor nodes in the proposed DDLS
schemes is based on collision avoidance maximal independent link set, which enables to assign collision-free
timeslots to sensor nodes, and meanwhile decreases the number of timeslots needed and has low delay time
and the duty cycle. Simulation results show that the proposed DDLS scheme reduces the scheduling length
by average 81%, the transmission delay by 82%, and duty cycle by over 85% in comparison with distributed
collision-free low-latency scheduling scheme.
INDEX TERMS Link scheduling, collision avoidance, TDMA, degree-based link scheduling, distributed
wireless sensor networks, scheduling length, low latency, low duty cycle.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) are sensitive towards fac-
tors like transmission delay and energy efficiency, which are
based on communication between sensor nodes, and these
factors affect the overall performance of the WSNs [1], [28].
In contrast to centralized algorithms for WSNs, distributed
algorithms [29], [30] have limited information of neighbor
nodes or a particular region, which makes it difficult for
them to achieve the high performance. To attain efficient
communication between the nodes, interference must be con-
sidered. Increased retransmissions caused by interference and
collision, significantly reduces the life time of the sensor
nodes [2]. To avoid collisions in communication between
neighbor nodes, two types of interferences are to be consid-
ered. First one is primary interference where a node receives
transmissions from multiple neighbor nodes at the same
instant. The other is secondary interference, and it occurs
when a communication between a pair of nodes unintention-
ally interfere with the communication of neighboring pair of
nodes [3].
There have been two approaches studied for the Medium
Access Control (MAC) inWSN. Some suggest an 802.11 like
CSMA based MAC algorithms in WSN. CSMA based MAC
is also known as contention based MAC, where nodes con-
tend to gain access of the channel. Such algorithms require
nodes to constantly listen to the channel and increase the
number of transmissions due to collisions. Therefore CSMA
based MAC algorithms require more energy and hence
decreases the life time of a node [1], [4], [5]. To resolve this
issue many turn toward TDMAbasedMAC algorithms which
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are contention free algorithms [6]–[8], however they require a
scheduling algorithm at the beginning to assign the timeslots.
TDMA constructs a frame by using scheduling algorithms.
Frame consists of equally sized timeslots and these timeslots
are assigned to nodes/links for transmission. TDMA based
scheduling algorithms can be generally categorized into two
type: 1) where nodes are assigned timeslots [9], [10], and
2) where links between nodes are assigned timeslots, known
as link scheduling [11]–[13].
TDMA based link scheduling has received great atten-
tion over the past few years. Weizhao et al in [12] presents
a centralized and distributed TDMA based link schedul-
ing algorithm, which considers more realistic network
models, and their centralized algorithm is near optimum
and its distributed implementation is not much far away.
S. Gandham et al in [11] presents a distributed TDMA based
link scheduling algorithm. They distribute their algorithm in
two phases. In first phase they assign color to each link in the
network in a way that two links which are connected to same
node are assigned different colors, and achieves to color the
network in at most (δ + 1) colors. In the second phase they
assign unique timeslot to each link based on the color, and
also took direction of transmission into account as well which
helped to avoid hidden and exposed terminal problem.
Distributed collision-free Low-latency Scheduling (DCLS)
scheme provides link scheduling in WSN based on improved
TDMA.DCLS scheme saves the energy by applying low duty
cycle and uses the graph coloring theory to have low latency
without the packet collision [13]. Collisions in DCLS scheme
are avoided through the use of strong edge coloring theory.
Strong edge coloring does not choose the same color from
one edge to the adjacent two edges in two-hop domain [14].
This means that for the link scheduling different timeslots are
assigned to prevent the packet collision on the continuously
connected three links in TDMA protocol. However, since
the graph coloring theory can color an edge with a single
color, therefore it assigns single timeslot to each link [15].
To improve above feature, DSCL scheme assigns the several
timeslots to a link thereby it tries to reduce delay time.
However, some links could not be assigned with timeslots
to avoid the collision, whereas some links are assigned
with several timeslots. Accordingly, the scheduling length
increases because the links that do not have timeslots have the
decreased opportunity to assign with the timeslots. Moreover,
even though the links communicated without the collision in a
timeslot, the overall bandwidth decreases because some links
are not assigned with timeslots.
Shortcomings like increased schedule length and inef-
ficient bandwidth utilization of the DCLS scheme are
mitigated by proposed Distributed Degree-based Link
Scheduling (DDLS) scheme which is presented in this paper.
In the proposed DDLS scheme each node collects the degree
information from its one hop neighbors, where degree is
defined as number of one hop neighbors of a node. After
collecting the degree information a node takes the sum of
all the collected degrees including its own. DDLS scheme
follow the sequential heuristic of ‘‘Largest sum of degree
first’’ [22]. This means that the node with the largest value
after summation of degrees will get the opportunity first to
make a transmission pair. Largest sum of degree of any node
effectively means that the node is in the high density region.
DDLS scheme assigns a time slot to multiple links in a way
that primary and secondary interferences are avoided, and
this distribution of time slot assignment is even throughout
the schedule length. Also one link is only assigned one time
slot which increases the probability of scheduling for other
nodes. In contrast DCLS scheme assigns multiple time slots
to one link and number of links assigned per time slot are
unevenly distributed. These factors in DDLS scheme reduce
the transmission latency and schedule length. More detailed
explanation of proposed DDLS scheme is presented in the
section IV. Simulation results show that based on the number
of nodes the proposed DDLS scheme reduces the schedule
length by maximum 66%, the transmission delay by max-
imum 88%, and network activity time by 80% in compar-
ison to the DCLS scheme. Reduction in schedule length,
transmission delay and network average activity improves
the energy consumption of the WSNs and hence increase
the network life tim. This work is extended version of our
previouswork [27] which published International Conference
onUbiquitous InformationManagement and Communication
(ICUIMC) 2014.
Rest of the paper is structured in the following manner.
Section 2 presents the background and related work con-
cerning link scheduling in WSNs. Network model and in
depth analysis of the DCLS scheme in terms of performance
improvement opportunities is presented in section III. Back-
ground, methodology and functioning of the proposed DDLS
scheme to reduce the schedule length, transmission delay and
energy consumption is described in section IV. Towards the
end section V discusses the simulation based performance
evaluation. Section 6 concludes the paper by presenting con-
clusion and future works.
II. RELATED WORK
Many existing link scheduling schemes uses the TDMA
protocol and the graph coloring theory [9], [11], [16], [17]
for the collision free communication between sensor nodes.
In particular, the graph coloring theory avoids the collision
among nodes by utilizing the independent set and achieves
speedy link schedule [18], [19].
In an independent set two neighboring nodes cannot have
the same color [20]. Fig. 1 explains the independent set
by pivoting on the black node. The first Not Independent
Set cannot be the independent set since the black nodes are
neighbor to each other. Second case is an Independent set
as the black nodes are not in the neighborhood, but there
exist a possibility for another black node. The third Maximal
Independent Set has the two of black nodes, but there is no
possibility for any other node to be black, in comparison with
the second Independent Set. When no more black node can
be made during the creation process of Independent Set in a
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FIGURE 1. Case of independent sets.
FIGURE 2. Broadcast scheduling and link scheduling protocols. (a) Broadcast scheduling avoiding interference. (b) Link
scheduling avoiding interference.
FIGURE 3. Examples of time slots assignment in link scheduling. (a) Assignment of time slot 1. (b) Assignment of time slot 2.
(c) Creation of schedule.
graph, the graph becomes Maximal Independent Set. Lastly,
the fourth Maximum Independent Set consists of the three of
black nodes in comparison with other examples. It has the
most number of black nodes. In particular, to find the inde-
pendent set in the distributed wireless sensor networks is the
NP hard problem [21], but the link scheduling can be quickly
completed if the links are assigned with timeslots by utilizing
Maximal Independent Set close to Maximum Independent
Set. Section 4.3 explains the proposed link schedulingmethod
which utilizes the maximal independent set.
To avoid collision, various link scheduling schemes use
the TDMA protocol. Two variations of TDMA protocol are
the broadcast scheduling protocol and link scheduling pro-
tocol [6]. As an example, the Fig. 2 presents the two types
of scheduling in TDMA protocol. In the broadcast schedul-
ing protocol as shown in the Fig. 2(a), two hop nodes are
assigned with different time slots (T). If node u commu-
nicates with node v, and node w communicates with node
v, the packet collision occurs because node v receives the
packets from node v and node w (i.e. Primary interference).
Thus, the packet collision can be avoided by assigning the
different timeslots to the links between node u and v and
node v and w. In the link scheduling protocol as shown in
the Fig. 2(b), three continuous links are assigned with the
different timeslots. If node u communicates with node v,
and node w communicates with node z, the packet of node
v conflicts with the packet of node w because node u is in
the communication radius of node w (i.e. Secondary interfer-
ence). Thus, to avoid the packet collision, node u waits until
the communication between node w and node z is closed.
Therefore, the three links are assigned with the different
timeslots to prevent the collision and interference in the link
scheduling.
The Fig. 3 presents the link scheduling based on basic
TDMA in WSNs. Fig. 3(a) and 3(b) shows the first and
second timeslot allocation for the link. In Fig. 3(a), timeslot 1
is assigned to the node a and b, and in the Fig. 3(b). Node b
and another node that is not node a, are assigned timeslot 2.
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FIGURE 4. DCLS scheme with a small number of black nodes.
Node b communicates with the neighbor node, but the col-
lision and interference do not occur because the commu-
nication between node b and the neighbor node uses the
different time as shown in the Fig. 3(c). The four links in
the Fig. 3(a) indicates timeslot 1 and the three of links in
the Fig. 3(b) uses timeslot 2 and communicate without any
collision.
The DCLS scheme colors each node by using the graph
coloring theory based on the TDMA protocol. DCLS scheme
classify nodes into white, black, and gray nodes. Initially all
the nodes in the network are white nodes. The black node is
the one which is included in the independent set, which is
created randomly from the white nodes. The nodes selected
as the black node have the right to make the link with the
neighbor nodes. Lastly, the gray node is the neighbor of a
black node. If multiple gray nodes exist as the neighbors of
a black node, one of the gray node is randomly selected and
transmission link is assigned with the timeslot. The algorithm
performs above process repeatedly until all links are assigned
with timeslots.
III. PRELIMINARIES
This paper assumes the network model as follows. n fixed
sensor nodes are randomly deployed in the field. All the
sensor nodes have the forwarding antenna, and the com-
munication range ’r’ is uniformly distributed. The net-
work communication graph is descripted as G = (V ,E).
V = {v1, v2, . . . , vn is a set of the nodes, and E is a set
of all the edges. If
{
vi, vj
} ⊆ V , Edge e = (v1, v2) ∈ E .
The model performs the link scheduling by considering the
primary and secondary interference (explained in Section 2)
during the communication.
Algorithm in the basic DCLS scheme depends heavily
on random factors. The time to finish the link scheduling,
the network delay time, and the energy efficiency are not
constant [31], [32]. Also, since the DCLS algorithm does
not consider the link assigned with timeslot already and
reassigns the timeslots, the efficiency of the link scheduling
deceases [33]. The factors involved in decreasing the perfor-
mance in the basic DCLS scheme are the number of black
node, positioning, selection of available nodes, and selection
of gray node.
The Fig. 4 shows that the number of black nodes selected
as the minimal independent set. The black node has the right
to make the transmission pair and selects one of the neighbor
nodes for making the pair. The first graph shows the selection
of three black nodes as the independent serve set from 12
of white nodes. If the node connects with a black node, it
becomes an available node. Since node v connects with two of
the black nodes, it cannot be the available node. An available
node can be a gray node and makes a transmission pair with
its neighboring black node. Around three black nodes, there
are four of nodes that can be the available node as a gray node.
The second graph shows that black node z choose randomly
node w as a gray node between the available node u and w.
After finishing the selection, the link connecting the two
nodes is assigned the timeslot. Although the primary and sec-
ondary interference are preventing by abovemethod, however
there are still links available in the graph to whom timeslot
could have been assigned without primary and secondary
collision. These are mentioned in the second graph of Fig. 4
through dotted ellipse. The reason why these links cannot be
assigned with the timeslot is because there is no node selected
as the first black node. Thus the links that could communicate
in the same timeslot are wasted. It causes the efficiency of
transmission bandwidth decreases, and the scheduling length
increases.
The Fig. 5 shows the case that is contrary to the Fig. 4.
Now there are more black nodes. Since a lot of the black
nodes formed as the independent set, there is only one node
as an available node among the neighbors. If the block
nodes are formed as Maximal or Maximum Independent Set,
the number of available nodes that can be the gray node
decreases. Moreover, since the prescribed independent set
cannot change, the number of black nodes and its posi-
tions cannot be altered. Therefore, the only one link can be
assigned with the timeslot. Since the timeslots are wasted in
this case, the scheduling length increases.
While performing the link scheduling, if multiple links are
assigned with the same timeslot without any collision, then
it is possible to perform the link scheduling quickly. The
graph (a) and (b) in the Fig. 6 has five of the black nodes
formed as the independent set. Since each black node in the
graph (a) is placed on the proper place, all of the black nodes
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FIGURE 5. DCLS scheme with a large number of black nodes.
FIGURE 6. Best case and worst Case in DCLS scheme. (a) Best case. (b) Worst case.
make transmission pair with the neighboring grey node and
transmission links are assigned with the same timeslot. In the
graph (b), the gray node cannot be generated because of the
position of the black nodes. This shows the worst result since
no links can be generated and timeslot cannot be assigned. As
a result, the DCLS scheme performs differently depending
upon the situation. If the link scheduling scheme provides
the stable performance without the collision and that all of
links are assigned with the timeslots, the scheduling length
and the delay time decrease, and the energy can be saved.
We describe the proposed DDLS link scheduling scheme in
section IV.
IV. DISTRIBUTED DEGREE-BASED LINK SCHEDULING
SCHEME
In this section, detail description of the proposed collision and
interference free Distributed Degree-based Link Scheduling
(DDLS) scheme with low latency and low duty-cycle, is pre-
sented. In DCLS scheme, even under same network environ-
ment schedule length shows inconsistent behavior because of
random factors. If the number of required timeslots increases
for schedule completion, it increases the waiting time for
the sensor nodes and inevitably consume more energy. Also,
DCLS scheme experiences the number of wasted time slots
which also causes the network latency to be increased. Pro-
posed DDLS scheme reduces the schedule length by assign-
ing a time slot to multiple available links without collision,
based on Collision Avoidance Maximal Independent Link
Set (CAMILS). CAMILS is effectively a MIS of the links
with collision avoidance. This provides an opportunity for
multiple links to be assigned a same time slot without colli-
sion, which enhance the bandwidth utilization efficiency and
reduce the wait period of the sensor for the transmission,
which infect improves the life time of the network. With
the fixed upper bound for the time to assign the time slots,
the proposed DDLS scheme provides better link scheduling
results comparing to the DCLS scheme in terms of trans-
mission delay. In the DDLS scheme, at any given instant
each node is in one of the following states: READY, WAIT,
PAIRED, BLOCK and COMPLETE. Change in the state of
the node occurs when a message is received internally or
from some other node. All the links attached to a node are
scheduled when it reaches the COMPLETE state. It is being
assumed that all the nodes in V are synchronized in terms of
time. In this paper we introduce a time duration called ‘work
period’, in which each node tries to make a transmission pair
with one of its neighbor nodes and assign a timeslot to the link
between them according to the DDLS scheme. At the end of
the work period each node updates the information and gets
back to the READY state and revitalizes its efforts to make
a transmission pair on one of its unpaired links. Duration of
work period is considered to be long enough for a message to
be transmitted across two hop neighbors. A node can have a
bidirectional communication in one timeslot. Notations used
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TABLE 1. Notation.
to describe the functioning of DDLS scheme are mentioned
in the table 1.
A set V presents all the nodes in the WSN, and every node
in V is referred as node v. As DDLS is a distributed scheme
therefore DDLS scheme runs on each node in V at the same
time. For better description of DDLS schemewe consider that
node v represents one node, as shown in Fig. 7(a), and all
the neighbors of node v are referred as node u where u ∈
N (v)∩V . In the proposed DDLS scheme initially each node
v has its degree information dv. Each node v broadcasts dv
to its neighbors. When a node receives du from its neighbor
where u ∈ N (v), it also contains the information of its two
hop neighbor. Through this method sufficient information of
three continuous links is obtained which is then utilized by
DDLS scheme to determine the collision and interference free
schedule for the node v.
In DDLS scheme timeslot assignment to a link primarily
depends on the ‘sum of degree’ (dsv) information at the
incident node v. dsv is a sum of the degree value of node v
(dv) with degree values of all its neighbor nodes (du where
u ∈ N (v)). As a prerequisite of DDLS scheme, each node v
collects the degree (du where u ∈ N (v)) of its neighbors and
calculates the dsv using the following equation.
dsv =
∑
u∈N (v)∪v
du (1)
Each node v sends its dsv to all neighbors, and collects
their dsu (where u ∈ N (v)) and maintains them in the local
tableNS(v) as a tuple of (idu, dsu). Fig. 7(a) shows the degree
value of the nodes in a WSN and that how this information
is shared among neighbors. Fig. 7(b) shows the calculated
dsv value of each node using the Eq (1). The probability of
the collision and interference depends on the node v sum
of degree; therefore the node with higher sum of degree
value has more probability for collision and interference. In
Fig. 7(b) the node v has the largest sum of degree value
considering its two hop neighbors; therefore its probabil-
ity for collision and interference is the highest. Also it is
worth noticing that while calculating sum of degree one hop
links are considered two times, once as a link of node v
and other time link of the one hop neighbor. Whereas two
hop link information is considered only once in the sum of
degree value. This implies that sum of degree value considers
primary interference (collision) more than secondary inter-
ference. To avoid the collision and interference three con-
tinuous links are assigned different time slots based on sum
of degree value. Also it is well known that introducing some
heuristic strategy improves the performance of the distributed
algorithm. E.g. Authors in [22] shows that using Largest
First, or Smallest Last order improves the performance of the
distributed algorithm. Therefore, based on above reasoning,
DDLS scheme uses the sum of degree value of nodes to assign
the time slots to the links.
DDLS is a distributed scheme in which all the sensor nodes
run the scheme simultaneously to assign the timeslots to their
links. While running the DDLS scheme, at any given instant
each node is in one of the following states: READY, WAIT,
PAIRED, BLOCKED and COMPLETE. Transition between
the states occurs when a node receives a message internally
or from its neighbor node. Internal message is defined as a
message sent to the node by itself as a result of an event
occurred within the node. DDLS scheme initiates when a
node v enters in the READY state after receiving the dsu
(where u ∈ N (v)) from all its neighbors. A node transits to
the COMPLETE state when all the links attached to it are
assigned timeslots. Fig. 8 shows the state transition in the
node v according to proposed DDLS scheme as a reaction to
the messages within one work period. The details of the states
and their transitions are described below.
A. READY STATE
In DDLS scheme a node vwith the largest dsv value among its
neighbors gets the opportunity to assign a timeslot to a link
which node v shares with a neighbor node with largest dsu
from NS(v). Every time node v enters in the READY state
it must compare its dsv value with dsu values maintained in
NS(v) to determine if node v has the opportunity to assign the
timeslot. This functionality is implemented through an inter-
nal message (internal_msg_contend). On receiving inter-
nal_msg_contend node v performs the comparison between
its dsv and dsu (where u = MAX (NS(v))), If dsv is greater than
dsu, then node vsends a join_req_msg to node u and moves to
the WAIT state. MAX (NS(v)) is defined as a function which
returns a node uwithmaximum dsu value.MAX (NS(V ))→ u
where u ∈ NS(V ) and u  x for any node x ∈ NS(V ).
An operator has been used to present multiple comparisons
between two nodes and can be defined as:
x  y is true if dsx > dsy or if dsx = dsy and idx>idy
On receiving join_req_msg from a neighbor node u, node
v checks whether u is equal to MAX (NS(v)) or not. If
it is, then node v performs the make_pair_procedure and
changes its state to PAIRED. If v receives a join_req_msg
from some other node then MAX (NS(v)) then it ignores
the request and stay in the READY state. On receiv-
ing the primary_join_msg from a neighbor node u, node
v performs the primary_update_procedure and changes
its state to the BLOCKED. Whereas on receiving the
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FIGURE 7. DDLS scheme: calculation of sum of degree value. (a) Request/Receive degree information. (b) Nodes
after calculating sum of degree.
secondary_join_msg from a neighbor node u, node v per-
forms the secondary_update_procedure and stays in the
READY state. At the end of each work period, every node
sends an internal message (internal_msg_workperiod) to
itself. On receiving the message each node changes its state
to READY from other state but except the COMPLETE state.
B. COMPLETE STATE
When node v has assigned timeslots to all its links the dsv
values becomes zero, and node v transit from its current state
to COMPLETE state. In the COMPLETE state a node ignores
all the received messages.
C. WAIT STATE
Node v transits to the WAIT state when it sends a
join_req_msg to node u in READY state. Upon receiving
the join_accept_msg from node u in the WAIT state node v
performs themake_pair_procedure and transit to the PAIRED
state. In case where node v receives a primary_join_msg from
any neighbor ‘i’ (where i ∈ N (v)) while waiting for the
join_accept_msg from the node u it implies that i has assigned
a timeslot to one of its links and for avoiding the collision
node v refrains itself from assigning the same timeslot to its
link and thus performs the primary_update_procedure and
transits to the BLOCKED state. In case where node v receives
a secondary_join_msg from node u, node v performs the
seconday_update_procedure and transits to the READY state.
In other case where secondary_join_msg is received from a
neighbor other than the node u, then node v simply performs
the secondary_update_procedure and stay in the WAIT state.
D. PAIRED STATE
Node v transits to the PAIRED state only when it makes a pair
with one of its neighbor nodes, by assigning a timeslot to the
link between node v and the neighbor node. In the PAIRED
state node v checks the dsv value and if it is zero then it implies
that timeslots are assigned to all the links attached to the node
v, and in this case node v transits to the COMPLETE state.
Node v cannot receive primary_join_msg or join_req_msg
from its neighbor nodes, as to avoid collision all neighbor
nodes transit to BLOCKED state when node v transits to the
PAIRED state after making the pair. In the PAIRED state
node v can receive only secondary_join_msg, and in that
case it will perform the secondary_update_procedure and
stay in the PAIRED state. From the PAIRED state, node vwill
transit to the READY state at the end of work period through
internal_msg_workperiod.
E. BLOCKED STATE
To avoid the collision and interference node v transits to
the BLOCKED state when it receives the primary_join_msg
in the READY or WAIT state form any neighbor node,
because only in the READY and WAIT states a node v has
possibility to make a transmission pair with the neighbor
node. When transited to the BLOCKED state node v checks
whether the dsv is zero or not and in case where dsv value
is zero, node v will transit to the COMPLETE state. In the
BLOCKED state, node v can receive primary_join_msg and
secondary_join_msg from its neighbors, in case of both these
messages node v performs the concerned update procedures
and stay in the BLOCKED state. Node v transits to the
READY state from the BLOCKED state, in the case of inter-
nal_msg_workeperiod at the end of work period.
Above explained functioning of the DDLS scheme is also
presented in the Algorithm 1 with complete detail. Algo-
rithm 1 describes that how DDLS scheme keeps running on a
node until the node reaches the COMPLETE state. The node
can receive external or internal message. Different function-
alities are performed based on the node’s current state and
received message type.
When two nodes make a pair and assign a time slot to a
link between them, then primary interference occurs if one
hop neighbor also assigns the same time slot to one of its
link. To avoid the primary interference a node which makes
a pair, broadcasts a primary join message and a node which
receives this primary join message, moves to a BLOCKED
state for that work period. Primary join message also contains
the updated sum of degree value of the sender node u, and the
primary join message receiver node v updates this received
dsu in to the NS(v) and also updates it sum of degree value,
which is then broadcasted in the secondary join message.
Secondary join messages are used to prevent the secondary
interference. The receiver node of the secondary join mes-
sage also updates the sum of degree value of the sender
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FIGURE 8. State diagram of node v with DDLS.
node in its NS(v). Primary and secondary join messages
together avoid the primary and secondary interference. This
also effectively means that to avoid primary and secondary
interference, three adjacent links are assigned different time
slots. The nodes which transmit the primary and secondary
join message do not participate in the process of making the
pair in that particular work period, whereas this restriction
doesn’t apply on other nodes in the WSNs and they can par-
ticipate in the process of making the pair in that work period.
Algorithm 2, 3 and 4 explains the update of dsv in case of
make_pair_procedure, primary_update_procedure and sec-
ondary_update_procedure. Fig. 9 describes the avoidance of
primary and secondary interference by using the primary and
secondary join messages.
1) MAKE_PAIR_PROCEDURE
In the DDLS scheme priority of node to assign a timeslot to a
link is determined through the node’s dsv value which repre-
sents the number of links with unassigned timeslots, attached
to a node and each of its neighbors. Nodes v and u must
update their dsv and dsu values when a timeslot is assigned
to a link between nodes v and u. As described earlier node’s
one hop links are considered twice while calculating the dsv
value, therefore when node v and umakes a transmission pair
between themselves, they decrease their dsv value by 2. This
update of dsv value is presented in the line 3 of algorithm 2.
Further node v and u will broadcast the primary_join_msg
which contains their updated dsv and dsu values. This
make_pair_procedure is presented in the algorithm 2.
2) PRIMARY_UPDATE_PROCEDURE
Node v, on receiving the primary_join_msg from node u
(where u ∈ N (v)) updates the NS(v) with new dsu value
received in the message. Two hop links of node v are con-
sidered only once while calculating dsv, therefore when a
neighbor node’s link (two hop link of node v) gets paired then
node v decreases its dsv by one. This is presented in the line
1 of algorithm 3. If a node v is a neighbor to both the nodes
which are involved in making the pair then node vwill receive
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Algorithm 1 DDLS Algorithm for Scheduling Node v
Input: dsv and NS(v), where v ∈ V
Output: Complete link schedule of node v
1: Initialize Time Slot (TS) with 0
2: u is the sender node where u ∈ N (v)
3: while (state != COMPLETE) {
4: receive msg
5: switch(state){
6: case READY:
7: if msg.type== internal_msg_contend && (v (w = MAX (NS (v)) ) & & w/∈PN (v))
8: send join_req_msg(w) and set state =WAIT
9: if msg.type== join_req_msg(u) && (u == (w =MAX (NS(v)))
10: pair_procedure(u, msg), set state = PAIRED and send internal_msg_schedulecheck
11: if msg.type == primary_join_msg(u)
12: primary_update_procedure (u, msg)
13: set state = BLOCKED and send internal_msg_schedulecheck
14: if msg.type== secondary_join_msg(u)
15: secondary_update_procedure (u, msg)
16: set state = READY and send internal_msg_contend
17: if msg.type == internal_msg_scheduleperiod
18: set state = READY, increment TS by one and send internal_msg_contend
19: break;
20: caseWAIT:
21: if msg.type == join_accept_msg(u)
22: pair_procedure(u, msg) , set state = PAIRED and send internal_msg_schedulecheck
23: if msg.type == primary_join_msg(u)
24: primary_update_procedure(u, msg)
25: set state = BLOCKED and send internal_msg_schedulecheck
26: if msg.type == secondary_join_msg(u) && u ==MAX(NS(v))
27: secondary_update_procedure(u, msg)
28: set state = READY and send internal_msg_schedulecheck
29: else
30: secondary_update_procedure(u, msg) and set state =WAIT
31: if msg.type == internal_msg_scheduleperiod
32: set state = READY , increment TS by one and send internal_msg_contend
33: break;
34: case PAIRED:
35: if msg.type == secondary_join_msg(u)
36: secondary_update_procedure (u, msg) and set state = PAIRED
37: if msg.type == internal_msg_scheduleperiod
38: set state = READY , increment TS by one and send internal_msg_contend
39: if msg.type== im_schedule_iscomplete
40: if dsv == 0
41: set state = COMPLETE
42: break;
43: case BLOCKED:
44: if msg.type == primary_join_msg(u)
45: primary_update_procedure (u, msg)
46: set state = BLOCKED and send internal_msg_schedulecheck
47: if msg.type == secondary_join_msg(u)
48: secondary_update_procedure (u, msg) and set state = BLOCKED
49: if msg.type == internal_msg_scheduleperiod
50: set state = READY , increment TS by one and send internal_msg_contend
51: if msg.type== internal_msg_schedulecheck
52: if dsv == 0
53: state = COMPLETE
54: break;
55: }
56: }
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Algorithm 2Make_Pair_Procedure
Input: u and msg
Output: pair formation between v and u, primary_join_msg
1: if msg.type == join_req_msg
2: send join_accept_msg
3: dsv = dsv − 2dsv = dsv−2
4: Pair formation by assigning current value of TimeSlot to the link between v and u
5: insert u into PN (v)
6: insert dsv in primary_join_msg primary_join_msg
7: broadcast primary_join_msg
Algorithm 3 Primary_Update_Procedure
Input: u and msg
Output: updated NS(v) and secondary_join_msg
1: dsv = dsv − 1
2: update dsu in NS(v) with the received dsu value in primary_join_msg
3: insert dsv in secondary_join_msg
4: broadcast secondary_join_msg
Algorithm 4 Secondary_Update_Procedure
Input: u and msg
Output: updated NS(v)
1: update dsu in NS(v) with the received dsu value in secondary_join_msg
FIGURE 9. Primary and secondary interference avoidance.
primary_join_msg twice and will twice reduce its dsv by 1.
Further node v will broadcast the secondary_join_msg to its
neighbors with the updated dsv value. This dsv update proce-
dure based on primary_join_msg is described in algorithm 3
as primary_update_procedure.
3) SECONDARY_UPDATE_PROCEDURE
When a node v receives the secondary_join_msg, it extracts
the dsu and update the value in NS(v), where u is the
sender node. This procedure is presented as the sec-
ondary_update_procedure in algorithm 4. In the DDLS
scheme node v maintains and update the NS(v) with only
neighbor dsu where u ∈ N (v); however dsu also includes the
information of two hop neighbor of node v, this effectively
prevents both collision and interference while assignment of
the timeslot to the link.
Fig. 10 presents the process of time slot assignment to all
the links in DDLS scheme. In theFig. 10 (a) and (b) the nodes
make pair considering their sum of degree values, primary
and secondary joinmessage based on the procedure explained
earlier in this section. Fig. 10 (c) presents the updated sum
of degree values after making the pair and receiving the
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FIGURE 10. Forming transmission pairs and updating sum of degree. (a) Repeat of steps 2 to 4. (b) Time slot 1 assignment
complete. (c) Update sum of degree. (d) Complete algorithm.
primary join message. Finally Fig. 10 (d) shows that on the
completion of the algorithm the sum of degree value of all
the nodes is zero and all the nodes have made pair with their
neighbor node, which means that time slots are assigned to
all the links.
The time complexity of the proposed DDLS scheme for the
whole WSN is equal to L number of work periods where L
is the total number of timeslots required to assign timeslot to
each link and this is also a schedule length. This is because in
the DDLS scheme a timeslot is assigned in every work period
and therefore during the time algorithm runs on every node
in the WSN no work period goes wasted. For a specific node
v in the WSN the time complexity of the DDLS scheme can
have maximum value of L, and this is when v is the last node
in the WSN to assign the timeslot to its link. The minimum
value for time complexity of the node v is dv which is number
of neighbor nodes of v, and this is when the dsv value of
the node v is maximum in the WSN. The maximum and
minimum values of time complexity for node v are defined
in the following formula.
Tv =

L if dsv = minu∈V (dsu)
dv if dsv = maxu∈V (dsu)
otherwise
(2)
Message complexity is also an important parameter in WSN
which can be defined as number of messages received and
transmitted by the nodes in theWSN. A node sends amessage
when it makes a transmission pair with neighbor node, when
it sends the primary join message to neighbor nodes after
making the transmission pair and when it sends the sec-
ondary joinmessage after receiving the primary joinmessage.
A node sends an individual message to the neighbor node to
make a transmission pair or in response to the transmission
pair request from the neighbor. In the case of primary and
secondary join messages a node send one message which is
broadcasted to all the neighbor nodes. From this transmitted
message complexity of node v can be defined as:
vtx = dv + 2 (3)
Similarly a node v receives a message when it makes a
transmission pair, when it receives a primary join message
and when it receives a secondary join message. Number of
messages received by node v during the process of making
transmission pairs, depend on the value of dv. In case of
primary and secondary join messages number of received
messages on node v depends on the dv value of the neighbor
nodes and two hop neighbor nodes. Number of received
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messages by node v can be defined as:
vrx = dv +
∑
u∈N (v)
du +
∑
u∈N (v)
∑
i∈N (u)
d(i) (4)
Based on the eq. 3 and 4 the number of messages transmitted
and received for the whole WSN can be defined as follows.
Msgtx =
∑
v∈V
vtx (5)
Msgrx =
∑
v∈V
vrx (6)
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this chapter we present simulation results of our pro-
posed DDLS scheme, and compare the results of schedule
length, latency, duty cycle (activation nodes ratio) with DCLS
scheme under same simulation environment. The simula-
tions consider two environments for objective comparison.
First, simulations are performed under same environment
as of DCLS scheme. In second environment, simulations
are performed without limiting any variable. Two simula-
tion environments use same network size of 200m x 200m.
Sensor nodes are fully connected and in the initial step 20
nodes are created, which are then increased to 100 in nine
steps by increasing 10 nodes in each step. Both simulation
environments uses the same process of nodes increase as
mentioned earlier. However variable of maximum degree
behaves differently in the two simulation environments.
In the first simulation environment value of maximum degree
is initially six, and in each step it is increased by two (Number
of Nodes(Maximum Degree) = 20(6), 30(8), 40(10), 50(12),
60(14), 70(16), 80(18), 90(20), 100(22)). In the second sim-
ulation environment, value of maximum degree is not fixed
according to the number of nodes. In case of both simulation
environments, 30 simulations are performed for each steps
and maximum, minimum and average values are computed
for each step and used in performance evaluation and com-
parison.
The factors involved in the performance evaluation criteria
are schedule length, latency and duty-cycle. The schedule
length calculates the total number of timeslots required to
assign a timeslot to each link. The latency shows the average
number of timeslots after which a sender node can send a
packet to same receiver node. Duty cycle means how many
nodes are activated after completed schedule length.
A. SCHEDULING LENGTH
Fig. 11 shows the schedule length comparison of the proposed
DDLS scheme against the DCLS scheme using first simula-
tion environment, where maximum degree value is fixed for
each step. Intuitively the schedule length increases with the
increase in number of nodes as can be seen in the Fig. 11.
In case of 20 nodes and maximum degree 6, the DCLS
scheme requires maximum 62 timeslots; on average it
requires 45 timeslots and minimum 10 timeslots. In contrast
the proposed DDLS scheme requires maximum 18 timeslots;
FIGURE 11. Scheduling length with increasing nodes and fixed maximum
degree.
FIGURE 12. Scheduling length with increasing nodes and unfixed
maximum degree.
on average it requires 14 timeslots and minimum it requires
10 timeslots.
In the Fig. 11 the performance of the proposed DDLS
scheme improves as the number of nodes increases. This is
because the proposed DDLS scheme assigns the timeslots to
link based on the CAMILS, which assign a same timeslot to
as many links as possible with avoiding collision and interfer-
ence. Overall the proposed DDLS scheme reduces the sched-
ule length in comparison to DCLS scheme by 71% in case of
maximum number of timeslots required and approximately
66% in case of average and minimum number of timeslots
required. This considerable decrease in schedule length by the
proposed DDLS scheme also improves the overall network
delay.
Fig. 12 shows the result of schedule length using second
simulation environment, where there is no limitation on the
maximum degree value. The results in Fig. 12 shows similar
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FIGURE 13. Scheduling length with confidence interval 95%.
FIGURE 14. Network delay with fixed degree. (a) The average delay. (b) The average delay with confidence interval 95%.
FIGURE 15. The average delay in case of fixed degree with time
normalization.
patternwithFig. 11. As there is no limitation on themaximum
degree of a node therefore links of a node increases accord-
ing to the density of the network, and hence require more
timeslots to complete the schedule. For this reason single
channel sensor node’s performance is low in case of limitless
maximum degree value comparing to fixed maximum degree
value. However proposed DDLS scheme shows small gap in
performance with and without limitation onmaximum degree
value. In case of DCLS scheme, if degree value of a node
increases the total number of schedule length also increase
rapidly.
The result in Fig. 12 presents that when number of nodes
are 20, proposed scheme’s maximum value is 43%, average
value is 52%, minimum value is 31% improved. When the
nodes are 100, maximum value is 81%, average value is 82%
andminimum value is 80% improved. Thus, with the increase
in nodes, the performance gap also increases between two
schemes. The proposed DDLS scheme is not relatively influ-
enced by network environment comparing to DCLS scheme,
as showed by maximum, average, minimum values result.
Proposed scheme performance is stable and link scheduling
is faster than DCLS scheme.
Fig. 13 shows the schedule length results in two simu-
lations environments (with and without limit on maximum
degree value respectively) with confidence interval of 95%.
In case of first result in Fig. 13 where maximum degree is
limited, it is clear that gap between maximum and minimum
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FIGURE 16. Network delay with unfixed degree. (a) The average delay. (b) The average delay a confidence interval 95%.
value is smaller than Fig. 11’s result. The DCLS scheme
depends on random factors in its algorithm which cause
an unstable performance. But proposed scheme with con-
fidence interval 95% shows total of schedule length simi-
lar to average value. In a case of second result in Fig. 13
where there is no limit on the value of maximum degree,
proposed scheme’s schedule length doesn’t show much vari-
ation from the average value. However DCLS scheme results
show big gap between maximum and minimum values of
schedule length with confidence interval 95%, which is
much more than the case where maximum degree has lim-
ited value. Limited maximum degree value means that sen-
sor nodes are uniformly dispersed. In contrast maximum
degree value with no limit means that some specific region
has more nodes than the other. In this case also proposed
scheme’s performance shows similar results as of Fig. 12 or
first result in Fig. 13. The proposed DDLS scheme shows
much more stable performance comparing to the DCLS
scheme, which makes the DDLS scheme much more reli-
able and efficient in situations where sensor deployment is
dynamic.
In this section comparison of network latency between
DCLS and DDLS schemes is being drawn. Network delay
(latency) represents the delay between two packets sent from
a same sender node to same receiver node. Network delay
(latency) for each node in the network is calculated to get the
average latency of the whole network. The simulations are
done for the two environments explained in earlier. Fig. 14
shows the result of network latency in case of first simulation
environment where value of maximum degree is limited.
Fig. 14(a) presents the maximum, minimum and average
values of network latency, and Fig. 14(b) shows the values
of Fig. 14(a) with 95% confidence interval. When maximum
degree is limited the proposed scheme shows similar results
as DCLS scheme until nodes are 60.With more than 60 nodes
proposed scheme starts to show lower latency comparing to
DCLS scheme. Fig. 14(b) shows that proposed DDLS and
DCLS scheme’s maximum and minimum values are simi-
lar to average value with little variation. As established in
FIGURE 17. The average delay in case of unfixed degree with time
normalization.
section V-A that schedule length in DCLS is longer than
proposed scheme, however that result is not reflected in case
of average network latency. This is because DCLS scheme
assignsmultiple timeslots to a link, therefore latency for some
links is very less comparing to other links and overall average
latency is also decreased. In case of proposed DDLS scheme
each link is assigned one timeslot, therefore latency for each
node is similar.
In order to further explain the network delay differ-
ence between DDLS and DCLS schemes with relation to
schedule length, we make both schemes to have a same
schedule length. Fig. 15 shows the performance of two
schemes when the schedule length is similar (time nor-
malization), and vast difference is clear. The latency of
proposed DDLS scheme is 88%∼95% less than DCLS
scheme. DCLS scheme reduces network latency by assign-
ing multiple timeslots to a link. However, DCLS scheme
assigns only one timeslot to the nodes which are remaining
at the end. Thus, the latency increases as total schedule
length.
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FIGURE 18. Duty Cycle comparison with the fixed degree value. (a) Duty cycle maximum-average-minimum. (b) Duty cycle
with confidence interval 95%.
FIGURE 19. Duty Cycle comparison with the unfixed degree value. (a) Duty cycle maximum-average-minimum. (b) Duty cycle
with confidence interval 95%.
Fig. 16 shows latency results from the simulation envi-
ronment where there is no limit on the value of maximum
degree. Fig. 16 (a) shows maximum, minimum, average val-
ues of network latency with unfixed maximum degree, and
Fig. 16(b) shows the values of Fig. 16(a) with 95% confi-
dence interval. These results show that the proposed scheme’s
latency is more than DCLS scheme and also in case of 95%
confidence interval. The reason for this is because DDLS
scheme assigns one timeslot to a link, but DCLS scheme
assigns multiple timeslots to a link. In the experiment with
fixed maximum degree, where each step increases 10 nodes
and 2 in maximum degree value. The maximum degree is 14
when nodes are 60. Whereas in case of unfixed maximum
degree the value of maximum degree is 16.3 for same number
of nodes. This shows that when nodes are increasing, the
fixed degree scenario does not truly represent the average
maximum degree and is less. The proposed scheme assigns
timeslots to unassigned links maximally. However, as Fig. 16
shows in case of unfixed maximum degree where a node has
more neighbor nodes than fixed degree case, the proposed
scheme results degrade.
Similar to Fig. 15 if the schedule length of DDLS and
DCLS scheme is same, which means two schemes perform
their own algorithms in same time, then proposed DDLS
scheme performance is far better, as shown in Fig. 17.
The proposed scheme’s latency less than DCLS scheme
about 68%∼84%. The performance improvement difference
is less comparing to Fig. 15. If density of nodes is reduced
than schedule length increase comparing to fixed maximum
degree case.
B. DUTY CYCLE
Major portion of sensor node energy is spent on transmission.
In this section, activation of nodes is calculated until the algo-
rithm reaches completion. If the active nodes increase, the
transmission of nodes will also increase which decrease the
energy efficiency of the network. As a previous results show,
the proposed DDLS scheme completes the link schedul-
ing with smaller schedule length. Fig. 18 shows the ration
of active sensor nodes for performing algorithms between
DDLS and DCLS schemes.
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Fig. 18 (a) shows comparison result of maximum, aver-
age, and minimum value of the duty cycle with the fixed
degree and Fig. 18(b) shows the 95% confidence interval
of Fig. 18(a) results. Proposed scheme reduce duty cycle as
maximum value 75%∼96%, average value 81%∼97%, and
minimum value 89%∼95%. Thus, the active ratio of nodes is
much lower than DCLS scheme, which improves the energy
efficiency and life time of the WSN. The gap of proposed
scheme’s maximum and minimum values with confidence
interval 95% is similar to the average value which shows the
active ratio of nodes is stable.
The duty cycle comparison of the DDLS and DCLS
schemes presented in the Fig. 19 is consistent with the results
of Fig. 18. It can be safely concluded from Fig. 18 and 19 that
degree value has no effect on the duty cycle in case of DDLS
scheme, which shows that the proposed DDLS is stable in
terms of dynamic deployment of the sensors. However the
duty cycle values for DCLS scheme gets little better in the
case of the unfixed degree.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a novel distributed TDMA based link
scheduling scheme DDLS, which uses the degree informa-
tion of the neighbors to calculate the sun of degree infor-
mation and utilizes it to assign the timeslots to the links.
Functioning of the proposed DDLS scheme is based on the
CAMILS, through which primary and secondary collisions
are avoided while assigning the timeslot to the link. Perfor-
mance comparison of the proposed DDLS scheme has been
made against the recently presented DCLS scheme, which
clearly exhibits that the proposed DDLS scheme achieves
substantial improvement in terms of schedule length and
stability under the same network environment. In our current
proposed DDLS scheme, only one timeslot is assigned per
link regardless of the transmission requirement of the node.
In the future work we extend the proposed DDLS scheme to
support multiple timeslots for a link based on the amount of
data a node has to transmit. This will require us to incorporate
priority of node based on the data to transmit along with the
current priority mechanism based on sum of degree of the
node.
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